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I rebel; therefore we exist.
Albert Camus

synopsis
Manolo doesn’t know his age. He wanders around the nursing home in which he has just
entered ignoring his surroundings. His imagination is enough to go across the olive groves
that saw him work or raise his wheelbarrow to collect firewood. There is no difference between
presence and escape, life and death, in this elusive portrait of life’s end (and also a forgotten
heritage of Andalusian anarchism). The cinema is also old and it knows well that all is part of
itself.

notes
I met Manolo Bueno the day he entered in the nursing home
where I work for ten years.
In that moment he was with his only brother and a niece.
The protocol we followed with him was the usual in these cases; we showed the center facilities, we awarded a room to
share with another resident, we informed about meal timetable and rules of communal living and, finally, he signed the
admission contract, acquiring in that moment the resident
status.
His brother, before leaving, gave us a report:
“Manuel Bueno Calderón, 65 years old. Single. He has lived
alone for 3 years as a consequence of his mother’s death. His
only close relatives are a brother and a niece. Uneducated. He
has worked as a day laborer in the olive groves, a painter and
a builder laborer. From his recent fall, he has a luxation of the
left shoulder. He was operated on cataracts and fracture of left
tibia.
Because of this situation, he is unable to carry out his daily tasks and personal hygiene temporarily… it is recommendable
his admission in a residence”.
The first days of Manolo in the residence went by with appa-

rent normality. He obeyed the rules and went daily to the workshops with the rest of residents, although without showing
any interest. The relationship with his house-mates was reduced to share the same space inside the residence. He spent
the rest of the day going through the center of one end to the
other and back again.
Some residents were allowed to go out a couple of hours a day
and we thought it would be a good idea to propose it to him.
Manolo agreed.
This measure worked for a time, but someone told me that the
time he spent out was too long, up to the point of spending
more time outside the residence than inside. We were concerned so we decided to take part and stop his leavings.
We returned to the previous situation, and it happened that
we continued taking part in his behaviour, when such problems had more to do with our management model.
Then I decided to go with him to find out where he spent so
many hours.
It wasn’t necessary to get too far from the residence. A path
among the olive groves led us to a small building that, as he
told me, had served time ago to breed pigs.

Once inside, Manolo showed me the hard work that he had
to do so that this old house looked so good as now. He repaired the roof replacing the broken tiles by plates he found;
he covered the hole in one of the walls using an old wooden
window that previously had to restore and, to paint the house,
he bought lime with the money of his monthly allowance.
Manolo had spent all that time to rebuild with his own hands
a ramshackle house in the middle of the countryside, making
it for him and for his particular refuge. All of us were contradicted with this act in our absurd belief that work and old age
are irreconcilable realities. Our desire to obtain welfare within
the safe walls of the residence would be frustrated again and
again, at the risk of turning him into an inactive, vulnerable
and dependent being.
He started to leave again and I began to visit him almost every
day to check that everything was as we agreed.
One day after work, I took my camera and I started to make
photos: the olive trees, the orchard, the house, the wheelbarrow, the animals that roamed around and each one of the
curious inventions that Manolo manufactured from one day

to another. Those first images, fixed and obliging, gave way
to some furtive and small records just to continue after with
some more planned records, and with the idea of covering his
entire routine.
Manolo stayed and resisted out there, whether the weather
allowed it or not. And I had to be up to him and do the same,
forcing me to adapt to his constant and tireless pace, learning
how to manage in a new and unknown environment.
Then I realized I wanted to accept that challenge and dedicate
to him my first work, understanding that it would be a long
process and unscripted, asking him to live and relive his daily
routine in front of my camera, which Manolo ignored almost
systematically.
At first I simply accompanied him, then I tried to promote or
suggest nuances and, on more than one occasion, I dared to
disrupt his routine, with the insistent idea of transcending
what we contemplated in order to build and incorporate feelings, atmospheres and beings that previously they were not
there (or maybe yes).

It was about working that tension every day to know how to
resist between physical and sensory texture of some images
made of wind, trees, water, cold, fire, death...
This passed time has been useful to me to break the distinction ‘inside-out’ (the residence), a division lifting own borders
of closed institutions that generate isolation and separation
between the life in the center and the life on the other side of
the door. Also to witness the existence of other possibilities of
subsistence for people like Manolo Bueno that resist as ‘ambushed’ to continue living free, in the middle of the nature
and connected to their roots, staying at the edge of the submission of conventionalisms and social rules.
Isidro Sánchez. March, 2015.
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Poster

And openly I pledged my heart to the grave and suffering land, and often in
the consecrated night, I promised to love her faithfully until death, unafraid,
with her heavy burden of fatality, and never to despise a single one of her
enigmas. Thus did I join myself to her with a mortal cord.
The Death of Empedocles, Hölderlin.
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